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## Known Issues

The following are the TripleO Queens known limitations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal Ref.</th>
<th>Issue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1327510       | **Description:** When using ASAP2 Direct HW offloading as the network, traffic is not offloaded when using tunnel IP on the OVS internal port.  
**Workaround:** Move the Tenant network from VLAN on a bridge to be on a separate interface when deploy TripleO over a VXLAN setup due to a driver limitation as detailed in the User Manual.  
**Keywords:** VLAN, IP, OVS, Internal Port and ASAP2 |
| Jira # OVSDB-444 | **Description:** After rebooting the compute node, the networking odl becomes unavailable. 
https://jira.opendaylight.org/browse/OVSDB-444  
**Workaround:** Restart openaylight  
**Keywords:** ODL, Reboot Compute, hostconfig and Netvirt |